Under Seat Storage Drawer
Installation Instructions

Parts List:
1) Drawer Assembly
8) Self Tapping Screws
1) Instructions
1) Template

Tools Needed:
Drill and/or Bit Driver
Tape Measure
Jigsaw or metal saw/nibbler
Ruler
Carpet Adhesive
1/16” and 3/8” Drill Bit
Pliers

1. Slide the seat as far forward as it will go with the regular seat adjustment lever. Locate the seat release lever on the inside track of either the passenger or driver’s seat. Hold the release lever up and slide the seat forward off the tracks.
2. Unscrew the black plastic corner protector with a Phillips screwdriver.

3. Gently start pulling the carpet away from the front of the seat. Take your time so the carpeting doesn’t get damaged during this step. Continue to release the carpeting from the seat pedestal. Once the carpeting is loose all the way to the corner of the pedestal, tape the carpet back to keep it out of your way.

   **DO NOT cut any part of the carpeting at this point in the installation.**

4. Carefully cut out the provided template. This will provide you with a good outline for you to follow. The template can be used for either the driver or passenger seat by flipping it over.
5. Measure ¼” down from the top of the seat pedestal and mark with pencil all the way across. This will be the line that the top the mounting flange will line up with.

6. Align the template so that the angle matches the outer wheel well angle and the top of the pedestal. Mark the inside of the template making sure the corners are marked clearly.

7. Remove the template and with a marker or pencil and ruler clearly retrace the lines so that they are straight.

8. Drill a ¼” starter hole near the bottom corners of your marked lines.
9. With your jigsaw, make you’re down cuts first being careful not to exceed the line as this is very close to your wheel well. If you cannot get your saw in on the outer wheel well side, a cut off wheel or tin snips may be needed.

10. After finishing your down cuts, proceed with the horizontal cut being careful not to go outside the line. It is better to air on the side of caution and cut on the inside of this line.

11. After removing the cutout, you may take a wood block and hammer or a file to remove any sharp edges.

12. Carefully cut the carpet to match the opening and glue the carpet back in place using an appropriate adhesive.
13. If you seats have a swivel attachment, you will need to adjust your release handle by placing a block of wood under the release, and turning the loop on the front of the release 90 degrees to clear the front of the drawer.

12. Remove the inner drawer from the assembly by fully extending the drawer and releasing the 2 side locks, slide the outer box assembly into the opening you just cut over the newly trimmed carpet.

13. With the drawer frame in position and aligned, drill a couple of starter holes using a 1/16” bit. The screws provided with the kit are self tapping drill points, and a starter hole may not be necessary. Please note that all holes may not be able to anchor depending on style of van

14. After installing all the screws, reassemble the drawer by fully extending the rails and sliding the inner drawer onto the tracks.
| 15. You are now finished with the installation. Thank you for purchasing our product. |

| Note: The combination default code is 000. To change this gently, using a paperclip or pointed object push in on the switch hole located on the side of the lock. Change to your combination and release. | ![Image of a lock mechanism] |